
Wards 2 and 3 NPA 
20 Allen Street, September 13th 2018 

Draft minutes 
Start: 6:30pm 

Steering Committee:  

Andrew Champagne 

Patrick Johnson 

Emma Schoenberg 

Tony Redington 

Infinite Culcleasure 

Amanda Hannaford 

Lizzie Haskell 

James Lockridge 

Barbara McGrew 

Not Here:  

Vikas Mangipudi 

Perri Freemen 

Public Forum: 

Person brought up the closing of reuse centers. He wanted to raise awareness and there are grants for 

ideas about recycling and reusing. Talk to him if interested.  

Person discussed the decision of the light and new traffic circle near North Avenue.  

Zack Yorke, running as a progressive candidate for Account Assistant Judge. If you have any questions, 

please reach out to him.  

Organization campaign ready for 100, a group associated with the Sierra Club.  They have made progress 

with electricity, but there is more work to be done with transportation and heating. The 3 of them, are 

focusing on the City Council and our policy process, and hope to familiarize residence with this process, 

which could lead to a meaningful city council decision. Sierra Club would be interested in forming an 

advisory committee to be a part of this process.  

Discussion about Marketplace mural and the decision to vote on this issue September 24th.  

Another member brought up the temporary planters and asked how she could be directed to someone 

in Burlington Public Works.  

Person brought up their petition to save the trees in City Hall Park. 

Person brought up the F35 and discussing it with the mayor.  

Ryan Doyle asked if anyone else is interested in talking about parking and curb cuts, and would like 

anyone else who is interested in this to come and talk to him.  

City Council Reports: 



Jane Knodell talked about the September 24th meeting about the mural, as well as explaining that the 

planters are an experience in traffic calming, that work with biking and pedestrians. It requires people to 

change the way they drive, and they were created to be temporary, and the city would like to hear 

feedback. She discussed the neighborhood cleanup on Saturday, October 13th. Jane brought up the 

Winooski Study and street options, including Pearl St and Main St.  

Brian Pine discussed the lake and the pollution, and questions about improvements to wastewater. He 

discussed the difference between tax payers and rate payers, and how homeowners and renters should 

pay less than institutions. After, he discussed the $70 Million Bond for Burlington High School to make it 

more accessible and a great learning environment. He answered a question about building a new school, 

but he said that some facilities in BHS, such as the gym and auditorium, are still usable and we would be 

wasting energy if we knocked down the whole school. It costs about $250 per foot. Another member 

asked about how much debt as a city we have collected, and Pine responded that it is important to be 

open and transparent in the way that the public can access and understand the bond and debt.  

State Representatives’ Report 

Jill Krowinski shared information about the EPA testing around Elmwood Avenue in July to test the soil 

and chemicals that might be there, which could be related to an old dry cleaners. EPA wanted to test 

and see how far this chemical has reached, but IAA is safe. They are looking for soil more central to 

Elmwood Avenue, and the EPA will continue to do another round of tests in the next few weeks. She can 

email handouts from the state. Not in session right now, but has been working on issues such as 

changing the minimum wage and maternity leave. 

Curt McCormack shared information about the minimum wage changes, $15 for 6 years. He talked 

about trying to work better with municipalities and the overflow of waste water into the lake, which he 

believes should be funded by the state. Also discussed bicycle infrastructure and state funding. Amtrak 

will be coming to Burlington, Ethan Allen Express in 3 years, and there has been a lot of work with the 

tunnels in Middleburry, and that is why the time is longer. Would be interested in reintroducing a bill for 

paying for education differently, than with local income tax.  

Brian Cina said that Selene Colburn could not make it, and there weren’t a lot of updates because they 

were not in session and everyone is campaigning. He encourages the public to be engaged with the 

election, as well as paying attention to the environmental crisis. Cina discussed the lake and weather, as 

well as economic problems and building both in a sustainable way. Encouraging Vermont to try the Zero 

Waste Economy Study and do an assessment of the state to look at the waste we are producing and 

how to change the way we do business. Cina also discussed wanted to reform campaign finance. 

Raffle Time 

Ryan Doyle Won 

Recap of June Meeting 

Emma Schoenberg discussed brain storming ideas to change NPAs to make them more lucrative and 

more impactful. They gathered some feedback from last month, maybe focusing the NPA on a theme , 

such as affordable housing, mental health, how can we improve cleanliness and recycling, and how can 

we start engaging our neighbors. Schoenberg discussed the idea of changing NPAs with more funding 



from the city, and how to talk to her or Jim about how you would change the NPA. NPAs with more 

broad themes, more structure, change the space, include childcare and translators. This is an 

experiment and would you like us to structure the meetings and voting about the NPA in the ballot in 

November, voted on and passed.  

A community member discussed the issue of changing the funding structure for the mall downtown. 

Mentioned the City Council approving foundation, but going back and looking at the funding and 

contract.  

CEDO Update re: Memorial Auditorium Survey; Civic Engagement Best Practices 

Neale Lunderville discussed his last position as General Manager at BED and his recent leadership role 

with CEDO. He began describing Memorial Auditorium and how to use the large public assembly space. 

He discussed the 2,600 surveys they received from the public that describe that people would be 

interested in shows and entertainment, farmers markets, arts and crafts, youth music and a musician 

space for Memorial Auditorium. People would also be interested in paying and investing in this building, 

which is a great sign, and there will public tours of Memorial Auditorium will start in a few months. 

Notice will go out at September 25th.   

City Hall Redevelopment 

Petition City Council for the city’s redevelopment of the park to keep the park green. Put a motion to 

having a ballot vote, and to request that the city council to stop spend more money on the final design. 

Seconded this motion. Requests pause after the ballot item is voted on by the public. Charlie seconds it. 

Ward 2/3 advises their elected officials to place the petitioned City Hall Park resolution on the ballot. 

Vote: 8 say yay, 3 say nay. A 2nd vote was taken and supported an amendment to pause 

any further design work until after the city-wide ballot item vote. 

Minutes taken by Sydney Hinckley-CEDO volunteer 

Meeting End 8:30pm 


